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Artificial Intelligence (AI), defined as the intelligence demonstrated by machines is a key element of a digital
transformation that will impact all aspects of businesses worldwide. At present, AI is providing a major influence in the marketplace as the Gartner Group stated that by the end of 2018, 20% of business content were created by machines. There were over 5 billion devices being able to interact with one another. The influence of AI
in today’s marketplace is prevalent with the availability of virtual assistants such as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s
Alexa, along with map apps. The coming together of Big Data and Processing Engines has furthermore led to
the introduction of AI applications in the CRM market. Some key examples of AI CRM applications include
Salesforce Einstein, Infor CRM and Zoho CRM.
A 2017 IDC White Paper, commissioned by Salesforce predicts that the years 2018 - 2021 will be a significant
period for AI adoption. Over 40% of organizations surveyed in this study state that they will adopt AI over these years. IDC forecasts that 75% of enterprise and independent software vendor development will include AI
functionality in at least one application. AI – powered CRM activities is forecasted to affect almost all sales and
marketing activities of an organization such as accelerating sales cycles, improving lead generation and qualification, personalizing market campaigns and lowering the costs of support calls. These types of AI – powered
CRM applications include machine learning (25%), voice/speech recognition (30%), text analysis (27%) and
advanced numerical analysis (31%). The United States is projected to lead in new business revenue growth
from AI – powered activity ($596 billion), followed by Japan ($91 billion), Germany ($62 billion), the UK ($55
billion) and France ($50 billion).
Market Forces Behind AI
There are two market forces behind the tremendous increase in demand for AI applications: (1) the expansion of
Big Data in the marketplace, which has created a need among organizations for augmentations for the processing and analysis of data and (2) the development and market standard acceptance of the cloud which enables CRM systems to integrate with data from different digital sources (e.g., Social Media Websites, on-line
public records, etc.). AI can be integrated with Big Data for deeper insight into customer and prospect behavior
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with the benefit of more accurate predictions concerning an organization’s treatment of their products and services. In addition, AI technologies can automate an organization’s processes, target sales and marketing efforts
for the most attractive prospects and determine sales problems that may be encountered during the sales cycle.
Potential Benefits
According to a 2017 IDC study, AI can be used to provide comprehensive insights from Big Data for an organization and give organizational management more advanced CRM functionality to use than in the past. These
insights will reveal present market trends and past consumer behavior to management, thus enabling management to produce more precise forecasts concerning the market for their products and services. Other AI features
that organizations are investigating for potential use (from an IDC survey) include: advanced numerical analysis
(31%), voice/speech recognition (30%), text analysis (27%) and machine learning (25%).
The IDC study predicts that AI associated with CRM could boost global business revenues by $1.1 trillion from
2017 to 2021. The increase in global business revenue will be caused primarily by increased productivity from
efficiencies in sales, service and marketing ($121 billion) and lowered expenses from automation of processes
($265 billion). These AI-powered CRM activities are projected to additionally create 800,000 new jobs to exceed job losses from automation.
AI should be able to deliver for every organizational staff member constructive tools for higher productivity,
along with offering an organization’s clients more personalized customer experiences. In implementing AI operations, organizational management will need to develop new workforce development programs to train their
staff members to use the AI CRM features.
The Gartner Group additionally predicts that 30% of all US organizations will use AI to supplement at least one
of their primary sales processes by 2020. Forrester Research projects that organizations using AI insights will
gain an additional $1.2 trillion in business. against competition from organizations not using AI functionality.
Glen Stoffel, the General Manager for Bluewolf states that “Intelligent solutions will take center stage. They
have the ability to automate next-best action, translate it into deep insights and seed it across a company’s enterprise. In the next two years, 40% of digital transformation initiatives will be supported by AI capabilities.
While companies are only beginning to adopt intelligent applications, Bluewolf research shows that companies
that have increased their investments in analytics in the past 12 months are three times more likely to see their
data as a competitive advantage than companies that have not increased their analytics investments.”
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Three Key AI CRM Functions
Here is a discussion of three significant AI CRM functions that are having a major impact on the CRM market,
along with an illustration of best-in-class functionality for these three AI CRM functions that are found in three
key CRM vendors’ applications: Salesforce Einstein, Infor CRM and Zoho CRM.
I. Lead Scoring
The ‘best use’ case for today’s AI technology for the CRM marketplace would be for lead scoring. Lead scoring
has provided sales reps with the opportunity to select the most-likely-to-buy prospects to contact. In the past,
sales prospect algorithms have classified each lead via fixed rules set by humans. With the advent of AI, lead
scoring will start with these algorithms and take into account user-defined factors. The AI elements will teach
themselves to weigh each factor that makes up a sales rep's lead scores and consequently derive more attractive
prospect lists than the algorithms could on their own.

According to Greg Gsell, the Vice President of Product Marketing at Salesforce: "We are in the early stages, but
are already seeing how AI integration can make a difference in terms of lead scoring -- AI-enabled lead scoring
allows sales representatives to focus on the best leads first. Sales reps automatically see the best leads and the
most crucial information -- including the prospective company's profile, marketing engagement data and the
prospect's role -- which helps to accelerate the sales cycle."
Andy Byrne, CEO of Clari, furthermore states that truly integrating AI into CRM is more about just scoring
leads. "It's about looking beyond data in CRM to take into account historical and current patterns of human behavior and business activity, such as emails, calendaring meetings, webinar attendance, to get an immediate and
real-time understanding of pipeline health and forecasting," Byrne said. "Current CRM systems are still predicated on manual entry, and true AI advancement makes this manual data outdated. To really integrate AI into
CRM means building a foundation that encompasses the entire opportunity-to-close process, which spans the
point from when a lead converts into a sales opportunity to when a deal is signed."
Predictive lead scoring is in essence about quantifying the potency of a match between an organization's products and services and a prospect's needs. Predictive lead scoring can help the sales and marketing staff to devel-
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op the appropriate sales messages to correlate that an enterprise's offering will be of the most interest and relevance to its prospects. It can additionally help identify cross-selling and upselling opportunities for sales reps.
AI can additionally indicate to a sales rep that a sales opportunity is problematic in a critical point of the sales
cycle. During this critical juncture, the AI CRM feature can notify the sales rep of the non-communication status to help get the sales process back on track.
AI is essentially a supplementary tool to boost each sales rep's sales/marketing efforts as they work on their daily tasks to reach their quotas. For AI to work properly, the AI technology must be configured to master each
crucial sales task and afterward communicate its recommendations to the organizational staff. AI technology
will additionally need to understand how sentiment, context and other engagements will interact with each other
to generate outcomes that will be beneficial to sales reps. In order to achieve an excellent ROI for their marketing efforts, organizations will need to integrate their CRM data into an emerging generation of AI marketing
tools across their sales/marketing channels.
Examples of sophisticated lead scoring functionality can be found in Salesforce’s Einstein application, Zoho
CRM and Infor CRM. Here is a discussion of lead scoring functionality (with relevant screenshots) in these
three CRM applications:
A. Salesforce’s Einstein Application
The Salesforce Einstein application provides Artificial Intelligence functionality for Salesforce via a metadata
platform. Einstein relies on metadata to automate functions as a means to deliver competitor advantages for its
users in the marketplace.

The Einstein system administrator can set up the top 5 predictive factors concerning a lead to display the Probability of Success (such as: Postal Code, Lead Source, Email Domain, Title, Selected Free Trial). Lead scoring
can also be set up via a list of lead profile questions.
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B. Infor CRM Application
The Infor Coleman Digital Assistant is a horizontal solution which provides inventory and financial scenarios
(e.g., price point, predicted demand & lead times for products, quote and shipment info, etc.) for different companies. It is embedded in the Infor CRM application and can conduct inquiries such as asking a question to a
customer (e.g., What is my next activity?). AI functionality mainly works in the background of Infor CRM.
The Infor Coleman AI platform can use machine learning processes for predictive lead scoring.
The Marketo Leads window on the Infor CX Dashboard will show the lead score and rankings of specific leads.
The Infor Predictive engine will assign the lead score to a lead based upon the Lead Set-up background engine
and machine learning models.
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C. Zoho CRM Application
In the Zoho CRM application, AI provides sales reps and company staff with the appropriate information and
what are their prioritized actions.
Lead Scoring can be set up with multiple criteria and an assigned score for each criteria that is met.
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II. Chatbots
Chatbots is the name for robots that simulate human conversations. Chatbots work well for customer – related
interactions that have these traits:
1. Quick and simple interactions in which there are few back and forth exchanges.
2. Context is accessible to the Chatbot for accessing relevant history between the contact and the organization via linking users to the existing customer profiles.
3. Users can sustain control to give the Chatbots permission to enter personal information.
Chatbots are also showing tremendous promise for AI – related functionality. Ujjwal Dhoot, Chief Marketing
Officer at Health – E Commerce has found that chatbots cost less to build than mobile apps, which can lead to a
better ROI. Dhoot said, "There are about 10 to 20 things you can do with mobile including SMS, chatbots, mobile advertising, geolocation-based advertising and mobile wallets. Consumer trends have shifted and the technology is behind. The only way to stay ahead is to try a lot of things, see what works and do more of that."
One good practice lies in applying AI marketing to specific problems. Dhoot explained, "The narrower the
swim lane you put AI in, the more effective. AI is just a tool that will deliver ROI from the use case you apply it
to. For example, the data sets and taxonomies to build chatbots are different than the milestones for doing analytics and building segmentation models. AI is fascinating stuff, but it can get out of hand quickly if you don't
put it in a strict swim lane."
At present, Chatbots are primarily being implemented as customer service platforms with much potential in the
future for customer interactions. BI Intelligence estimates that 29% of current customer service functions can be
served via moderate automation levels, while simultaneously improving customer service. The Gartner Group
predicts that 85% of customer interactions will be automated by 2020, while Oracle also predicts that 80% of
major brands will be using Chatbots by 2020. A Juniper Research study projects that responding to customer
requests via automated Chatbot messages could save organizations $8 billion annually on a worldwide basis by
2022. Chatbots are increasingly being used by CRM applications to assist users in finding the answers to their
inquiries as well as ensuring that customers/prospects are guided to the suitable channel (e.g., self-service or
company employee).
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There is much potential for the development of AI to manage much more complicated queries in the near future.
In the forthcoming years, it may be possible for Chatbots to use natural language processing, deep neural networks and conversational capabilities to comprehend consumer enquiries, while automatically providing an appropriate response. Many AI vendors are increasingly working on these natural language processing capabilities to handle the complex nuances of emotion and language of consumer enquiries.
Examples of sophisticated Chatbot functionality can be found in Salesforce’s Einstein application, Zoho CRM
and Infor CRM. Here is a discussion of Chatbot functionality (with relevant screenshots) in these three CRM
applications:
A. Salesforce’s Einstein Application
Users can access chatbots for assistance to resolve issues (as shown in the following Einstein screenshot).

B. Infor CRM Application
Infor CRM offers the Coleman Assistant feature which provides chat functionality for the CRM users in a group
setting.
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C. Zoho CRM Application
Zoho’s Conversational AI can chat with Zia in the Zoho mobile app. The user can have Zia add a note, lead for
a specific contact, etc.
Chat functionality is available with Zoho’s Zia application. Chatbots can be created via the online scripting
language, Deluge and deployed in the Zoho SalesIQ portal. Bot functionality can be further customized depending on the organization’s requirements.
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Users can access multi-channel engagement functionality in which he/she can move from a chat or social media
posting to a call function. Users can convert social media postings to customer service tickets. A ticket dashboard with relevant social media postings, chat histories, contact details and previous contact activities is available.
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III. AI CRM Customer – Related Predictions & Forecasts
AI is now essential for assisting sales reps in responding quickly to market changing aspects. Sales can utilize
AI to access a comprehensive understanding of their customer experiences and journeys. Real-time insights into
customer pain points, preferences, sentiments and other buying triggers can be accessed by sales reps. The critical technique of Insight Selling is thus now available to sales reps. For example, if a customer conducts a search
for a competitive product or has purchased a complementary technology that an organization provides an integration into (e.g., Dropbox, Slack, etc.), AI can retrieve this information and recommend which type of competitive or personalized messaging should be presented to the customer. Consequently, AI can advance the organization’s customer engagement efforts and enhance its overall customer experience.
Although historical sales data can provide a standard point of reference for future sale projections, changing circumstances will inevitably lead to inaccurate sales forecasts. The utilization of AI software will bring about a
more comprehensive understanding of its customers’ needs and assist in creating more accurate sales forecasts.
The capability of AI in creating more accurate sales forecasts is significantly outperforming human capabilities
in areas such as reducing recurrent ‘blind spots’ in sales and account scoring. It is therefore no twist of fate that
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AI is the top growth area for sales teams and the implementation of AI by sales teams is predicted to grow
139% over the next three years.
Examples of sophisticated Customer Prediction/Forecast functionality can be found in Salesforce’s Einstein application, Zoho CRM and Infor CRM. Here is a discussion of Customer Prediction/Forecast functionality (with
relevant screenshots) in these three CRM applications:
A. Salesforce’s Einstein Application
The Einstein Engagement Scoring function uses machine-learning to predict likely subscriber engagement during the next 14 days. The predictions enable the user to:
• Use advanced data science to track, segment and target audiences.
• Compare behavioral trends of the audience to digital marketing standards.
• Update subscriber engagement scores on a daily basis.
• Refresh prediction guidelines each month.
Users can view predictions for Subscriber Retention, Email Clicks, Email Opens, and Web Conversions - Average Likelihood to Convert.
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The Audience Builder feature enables predictions and audience segmentation based on multiple criteria such as
geographical location, open actions within the past 90 days, number of emails sent in the past 90 days, etc.
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The Forecasting feature shows the predicted amount for each opportunity and the probability of the deal to
close, along with the Commit and Best Case forecast.

In addition, within a contact profile, the Einstein rules engine can recommend the next best action based upon
the contact’s previous actions and preferences.
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The Strategy Crafter is a workflow rules engine which can be used to customize the workflow rules for Einstein.

The Einstein Prediction Builder enables users to select objects, specific segments and selected records to be
used for predictions. Select Weights on specific segments and records can be established. The Einstein Prediction Builder can determine the quality and accuracy percentage for a prediction via the Advanced Numerical
Analysis Algorithms set up in the back end of Einstein. The Einstein Prediction Builder can be used to determine the probability of when a customer will buy a product/service and how likely he/she will buy another type
of product/service.
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B. Infor CRM Application
The Infor Coleman AI platform can use machine learning processes for product placement recommendations,
predictive lead scoring, point-of-sale recommendations, best customer/product combination, workflow automation, customer next best offer and predictive customer attrition.

An Infor CX Dashboard offers panels for recommended next best action.
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C. Zoho CRM Application
Zoho’s Predictive AI back engine will predict the number of tasks and activities for a certain time period such
as next week or month, etc. For each opportunity, Zoho’s AI functionality will predict the probability of closure. The AI functionality can be programmed with criteria and probability to predict each opportunity’s closure.
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The Future of AI
As CRM systems gradually move toward the cloud, their roles have exponentially enlarged to become digital
assistants, a promotional leap from being simply data managers. Gartner pronounced that in 2018, we witnessed
the creation of 20% of our business content by machines while over 5 billion devices possessed the power to
interact with one another by then.
Gartner furthermore predicts that within five years, more than 50 percent of the Fortune 500 will be using a
combination of Neural Sales Data and Sales AI to optimize sales. Presently, there are at least seven of the Fortune 30 (including Apple, General Electric, Verizon, Bank of America and Microsoft) that already do so.
In the future, there will be an advent of AI-powered virtual assistants that will automate tasks for sales and service workers, chatbots to assist customers in simple tasks and route communications to the right service workers, along with content-generation tools that will create one-to-one personalized marketing materials to help
close sales opportunities. Lastly, predictive lead scoring fueled by artificial intelligence is a next-generation
CRM tool that will help to make an organization's sales team more agile, efficient and competitive.
A burgeoning field of sales automation tools such as bots that help salespeople make data entry and data cleansing easy, as well as AI powered trainers that guide sellers through their sales motions offers hope that instead of
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just automating salespeople and eliminating their roles, the marketplace will actually gain some tools that can
make salespeople much more effective in their customer-centric related efforts. Consequently, salespeople will
be able to spend less time doing the things that few salespersons like to do and more time towards closing sales
opportunities, while simultaneously helping their clients succeed in their objectives.
How Can Your Organization Profit From AI
For 34 years ISM has been known for thought leadership and experience in CRM and pioneered the design and implementation of customer strategies. ISM would be happy to discuss AI developments impacting your business in more detail with you over a call. You can also choose a good time
here: https://calendly.com/ismguide/increasecustomeradvocacy. The link will take you to our calendar
where we can arrange a time to speak. Other options: contact us page or call 301-656-8448. To learn
more about ISM go to our website ISMguide.com or check out our focus areas in CRM and Emerging
Technologies.
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